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Why are we here?

Seeking feedback on a proposed 
Industrial Energy Transformation Studies Program
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Proposed Industrial Energy Transformation Studies Program
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The Program will provide grant funding support for engineering studies and associated metering 
to accelerate projects which can deliver:

● transformational change in industrial energy use compared to baseline or business as 
usual emissions; and

● significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions below baseline or business as usual 
emissions

The program will be available over four years from 2021-22 to 2024-25. Up to [$25] million to be 
available in FY22 and FY23 in Round 1 for:

● Project concept evaluation studies: grant funding up to [$500,000] per study
● Feasibility/front-end engineering design (FEED) studies - grant funding up to [$5M] per study
● Metering & monitoring  - included in the above amounts

Note: Figures in [square brackets] are suggested only and subject to change



Seeking your feedback
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Your input is requested to ensure the program:

● is fit for purpose for industry

● delivers valuable outcomes for industry

● is effective use of public expenditure



About ARENA
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Investment Priorities
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● A funding package of $1.62 billion for ARENA was announced on 17 September 2020 (and included in the 20/21 
Federal Budget announced on 6 October):

– This includes baseline funding of $1.43 billion over 10 years to extend our current funding from 2022
– Also includes the Future Fuels, Industrial Energy Transformation Studies, Freight Energy Efficiency and 

Microgrids policy measures over the next 4 years 

● The Australian Government’s first Low Emissions Technology Statement was also released in September. This 
outlines the priority technologies with potential for transformational economic and emissions outcomes including:

– clean hydrogen 
– energy storage 
– low carbon steel and aluminum
– carbon capture and storage
– and soil carbon measurement 

● Together with other agencies including the CEFC and the Clean Energy Regulator, ARENA will be a key part of 
the Government’s efforts to accelerate these priority technologies and other emerging and enabling technologies 
also included in the Low Emissions Technology Statement. 

ARENA Future Funding 
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Industrial Energy Transformation 
Studies Program: 

Background 
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Background to the Program: the “King Review”

● During consultation for the King Review industry sought help 
from the government to invest in the uptake of technology 
improvements and better management of energy consumption

● The “King Review”, provided recommendations on how to 
incentivise low cost abatement opportunities from across 
the economy

● Section C of the King Review provided Recommendations for 
unlocking the technologies needed to transform key 
sectors
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Recommendation 10.1 (Section C)
Establish a goal-oriented technology co-investment program to accelerate the uptake of 
transformative, high abatement potential technologies that are not currently cost competitive.



Industrial Energy Transformation Studies 
Program Round 1
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What is the Industrial Energy Transformation Studies Program?

● A merit-based competitive grant program

● Supporting Australian industry to undertake engineering studies of projects that will result in 
significant energy savings or emission reductions (scope 1 and scope 2). 

● The objective is that studies should ideally lead to an investment decision to proceed with 
the project
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ARENA funding for project implementation is also available outside of this Industrial Energy 
Transformation Studies Program, subject to eligibility and merit assessment 



Case A

Case B

Case C

Case D

Case E

Concept 
Evaluation
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Identify
Opp’s

Project 
development 
activities

Identify & assess 
opportunities

Review project concepts
Select preferred option

Preliminary equipment design
Preliminary estimate

Complete basic design 
Definitive estimate

Project execution plan

Example project 
development
frameworks

AACE Class1 5 4 3

FEL Phase2 1 2 3

Feasibility / 
FEED

Studies will progress pre-identified concepts toward investment 
decision
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Project development cycle

1. Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering
2. Front End Loading framework

Focus of this ProgramOut of scope

https://web.aacei.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front-end_loading


Round 1 - Proposed approach (straw man)
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Target sectors ● The Program is targeting industrial sectors. 

● This includes activities in the following ANZSIC codes:
○ A (Agriculture)
○ B (Mining)
○ C (Manufacturing)
○ D (excluding D26 Electricity Supply)

Grant funding per 
study (for input)

● Minimum grant amount for any study - [$150,000]

● Maximum grant for a concept evaluation study - [$500,000]

● Maximum grant for a Feasibility / FEED study - [$5,000,000]

Application 
approach

● A two-stage application process is proposed: Expression of Interest (less detailed), followed by a Full 
Application (more detailed)

Funding envelope ● The program will be available over four years from 2021-22 to 2024-25.
● Up to [$25] million to be available in FY22 and FY23 in Round 1

Note: Figures in [square brackets] are suggested only and subject to change



Round 1 - Proposed approach (straw man)
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Activities ● Studies to support a final investment decision for transformative energy-related emission abatement technologies. 
These studies may be:

○ Concept evaluation studies  (to AACE Class 4 or FEL Phase 2 or better)

○ Feasibility / Front End Engineering Design (FEED) studies (to AACE Class 3 or FEL Phase 3 or better)

● Metering and monitoring required to support these studies will also be supported

● Studies are to be undertaken by appropriately skilled and qualified professionals

● The proposed study must address a project that will deploy or apply a process or technology that will significantly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the use of energy. This could include energy control or 
management systems, renewable energy, energy storage, energy efficiency and/or load flexibility.

● Emission reduction projects may address Scope 1 or Scope 2 emissions

● The Activity may address either a retrofit or a new build project

Knowledge 
Sharing

● Sharing of non-commercially sensitive information & knowledge to help inform and develop the market is a core 
component of all ARENA funding



How to achieve high merit 
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Criterion You can show merit by proposing studies which:

Innovation & 
transformational potential

Address technologies with potential to deliver transformative change in energy use 
and/or greenhouse gas emissions in the target industrial sector

Replicability / scalability Demonstrate a large abatement potential, either via a small number of very large 
projects or a larger number of smaller projects

Commitment to implement

Demonstrate strong, genuine support at senior levels in the host organisation to the 
study and the project

Are consistent with an ambitious long term emission reduction goal and pathway or 
strategy

Private sector co-investment Demonstrate strong levels of co-investment from the host and related parties 



Proposed timetable 
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Round 1 Activity Target Date

Industry consultation March 2021

Feedback closes 26 March 2021

Applications open [July 2021]

EOIs due ( ~6-8 weeks post launch) [August 2021]

Successful EOI announced [October 2021]

Full Applications due (~3 months following notification) [January 2022]

Successful Applicants announced [March 2022]

Funding Agreements concluded [May 2022]

Note: Dates in [square brackets] are suggested only and subject to change



Target industries and costs

The Program is targeting transformational change and significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in the 
industrial sector. 
1. Are the identified ANZSIC sectors appropriate to this objective? 

a. A: Agriculture
b. B: Mining 
c. C: Manufacturing
d. D (excluding Electricity Supply)

2. Are the following upper and lower limits for grant funding available appropriate (noting ARENA will 
generally fund a maximum of 50% of eligible costs)?
a. Up to a maximum of $500,000 for a concept evaluation study
b. Up to a maximum of $5M for a feasibility / FEED study
c. Lower limit of $150,000 for any study

Particular areas for feedback
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A short survey will be provided by email seeking responses to these questions



Scope of studies

ARENA is intending to use ACEE and FEL definitions as a reference point for these studies

3. Are these commonly known by your organisation?

4. Are they useful for ARENA to evaluate the scope and methodology of proposals? 

5. Are there alternate industry frameworks that should be considered?

Particular areas for feedback
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A short survey will be provided by email seeking responses to these questions



Timing

Considering the development and approval process within your organisation and the Round objective to achieve 
significant and transformational change in industrial emissions:

6. Is the proposed 6 - 8 weeks EOI application window appropriate, or should it be shorter or longer?

7. Is the proposed 3 month* Full Application window appropriate, or should it be shorter or longer?

Particular areas for feedback
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A short survey will be provided by email seeking responses to these questions

*Including the Christmas period



Emission reduction potential

8. How would you measure a project's transformative potential? 
a. emission reduction potential of the project - absolute t CO2 pa
b. emission reduction of the project - t  CO2 pa as a proportion of current process
c. emission reduction of the project - t  CO2 pa as a proportion of current total site emissions
d. replicability and scalability to other sites and processes
e. Other

9. What best demonstrates an organisation’s ambition for emissions reduction? 
a. existence of corporate or facility level targets and plans aligned to recognised standards and 

frameworks such as Science Based Targets; net zero commitments; RE100, etc
b. Other

Particular areas for feedback
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A short survey will be provided by email seeking responses to these questions



Industry readiness

10. Do you believe there is a need in industry for funding studies of this nature? If so, can you provide examples 
such as:

a. the nature of the subject project (technology, process etc.)
b. estimated scale of energy and/or emission reduction (eg. t CO2 pa, or GJ pa)
c. estimated cost of the study
d. estimated size of grant request 
e. estimated duration of study 
f. how soon after a successful study outcome would you expect a final investment decision?

11. What else can ARENA or other Government agencies do to help accelerate industrial energy transformation?

Particular areas for feedback
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This information will be kept entirely confidential and used by ARENA to better understand the 
market need for Round 1



Next Steps 

● Please provide any further feedback via google form (to be sent via email today)

● ARENA to collate consultation outcomes 

● FAQs will be collated and answered on our webpage at launch

● ARENA to finalise round parameters 

● Target formal funding announcement expected in [June] 2021
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We are also open for applications for implementation projects at any time

If you have a project ready for implementation now, or at any time, contact us at 
industrialenergy@arena.gov.au to determine if you may be eligible for project funding 

Note: Date in [square brackets] is suggested only and subject to change

mailto:proposals@arena.gov.au


Further Feedback or Information

Email: industrialenergy@arena.gov.au

Website: arena.gov.au
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